Eyes that shine, burnin' red, dreams of you all through my head.

**Guitar 1 is faded out in the second measure.**

**Bridge:**

Ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah

**Guitar 1 is faded out in the second measure.**

***Feedback harmonic***
Chorus 2:

Hey hey baby, oh baby,

Guitar 1

* Crescendo on upper note in vocal(s).
** Hammer on between thumb and second finger.

Pretty baby, darlin' can't you do me now?

*** Although these are the proper chords, various notes are emphasized each time they're strummed.
**** The note E is played here by the Bass guitar only, throughout Choruses 2 and 3.
Hey, baby, oh, baby, pretty baby, move me
while you do me now.

G/E  D

Did-n't